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Introduction
Active users of social media produce large volumes
of data on a daily basis. This data could contain
patterns and expression of sentiments which have
value to commerce and academics alike.
Many algorithms and methods for analysing
social media data exist, but there is not any one
platform uniting these tools and services.

• Direct and indirect conversations, sharing of profile
content
• Mainly short messages, no general topic

• Long main article and related short comments
• General or focused on narrow area of interest

• Different purposes: personal diary, significant
events of life, info about interests, company sites
• Interactive (commented) or static sites

• Adapters for different data sources

Methodology

• Chronologically arranged posts vs. threads of
posts
• Expressions of opinions, attitudes and
reactions that can be viewed by other users.
• Indirect conversation with benefit of
hindsight

• Specialized solutions for management of massive
amounts of data and running indexing on it
• Possibility of initial filtering of data

The solution is a design of a single system with four layers, to
integrate all required elements. These layers are the: collection
of data from different sources, data management and storage,
analytical algorithm usage focused on relevant aspects and
visualisation of analytical results and source data.

• Integration of all components in a single platform
• Provides human and software interface for visualisation of results
and access to retrieved data
• Specific configuration for different usage of the system

• Visualisation of analysis results in a form of
different types of graphs and record details

• Essential task for text analysis
• Identification of key terms contained in a source
text
• General part of any specific analytical tool

Conclusion
• “Social” network of users, groups, similar
behaviour

• Evaluation of text combinations by comparison
to records in knowledge base
• Identification of multiple identities as the
same person
• Using behaviour patterns, timing of posts,
typos, phrases

This paper introduces a design of new
component based system for social media
analysis, which can be easily configured for use in
academic and also commercial environment in
traditional areas of social media analysis. The
system was designed on the basis of applied
research in cooperation with industrial partners
of FI MU.
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